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Today’s Guess
A. C. VIflLtinsi,n, guest expert
Gentle
predicts: "balmy day.
breezes,
Light printed fabrics
will be chic."
Weather bureau
disagrees, guesses: ruin.
High
about 61Low 45. Wind SW.
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sterday’s Score
"Mr. W. can’t score either," NI-/.
Max. No rain again today. Light
westerly winds; generally lw erciv.t
skies. High about 61. Pigeon
communique from S.F. damp, ma%.
mean rain there.
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FATAL HEART ATTACK STRIKES DR. KARL HAZELTINE
Trapped Driver Survives Holocaust

New Rule May
Halt Sunday
Campus Events

Composer Hears
His Own Work

College Presidents
Adopt New Policy

By BEN PETTUS

A rule adopted last week, will
prevent California state colleges
from holding any event for which
admission is charged on the campus on Sundays.
The new rule applies to college
plays, which have been held on
Sunday evenings, and to motie.n
pictures sponsored by Blue Key,
also shown Sunday evenings. Sunday athletic events for which admission is charged are also barred
under the ruling.

DR. KARL HAZELTINE

recom-Friends Mourn
Sudden Death
Of Professor

Presidents of state colleges
Adopted the rule on the
mendation of the state departDr. T. W.
ment of Education.
MacQuarrie approved the rule.
It will not be put into effect on
;he San Jose State college campus until the beginning of the
1949-50 college year, he said.

The Mail Must Go Through

Ovanin Lauds
SJS Orchestra
Interpretation

College Loses
33-Year Teacher

"The best college orchestra I’ve
ever heard,’! said Nikola L.
Ovanin. in 4 interview following
last night’s ’Festival of American Music" by the San Jose State
Symphony orchestra, given in the
Morris Dailey auditorium before
a packed house.
"They did an excellent job," was
Ovanin’s enthusicstic reply when
asked how he liked the orchestra’s
rendition of his Second Symphony’s. first movement. "They
played it better than any other
orchestra ho has done it," he added for emphasis.
Audience Is Enthused
Murmurs of awe passed through
the audience when after the concert. Dr. Lyle Downey, conductor, asked the audience’s permission- to repeat "the Ovanin number," as Ovanin came in while the,
were playing it, and added "if
anyone deserves to hear it, he
does."

The state department of Education also has approved the addition of courses for mannerism and
eansereationlysts. nr:"MueletnisTie
Siewild":-147,
valid"
Irobeiii services for -Dr. Karl
as a protest against war,
was informed at Sacramento.
S: Hazeltine, professor of nature ’ written
2-_AA - -a- -

I
I

(Acme Te1e6hoto)
He’s heard, of course, of his department’s classic tradition that the
mail must go through, but Postman Ronnie Erickson honestly hadn’t
expected anything like this on his route in San Mateo, Calif. The
flood was the result of heavy rains in Northern California. The
Weather Man predicted several more days of rain, so Ronnie had
better keep his hip-bootkejose at
.
,

The state department of rmucaanyone deserves to hear it, he
flood was the result of heavy rains in Northern California. The
tion also has approved the addidoes."
Weather Man predicted several more days of rain, so Ronnie had
LION of courses for sanitarian.; and
better keep his hip-bootkeloae at kniad.
osaservstioarms. Dr. Macqtrarrie 48. Fnnaral services for -Dr. Karl
"Ild" de-rillil*
f4YmPhimy.
was informed at Sacramento.
S: Flazeltine, professor of nature vrritten as a protest against war,
i a very poWerful and stirring
The new courses will be includ- study, who died yesterday afters
member. The imtliination seems tee
ed in the Natural Science depart- suffering a heart attack, have be intensely
activated by the
been
p.m.
from
set
foi
Friday
at
1
ment.
swift
changes
from the
’
Mortuary.
the Roger Darling
strings, to the powerful gen"e
trom- I
Upon completion Of such courses
The professor, a member of the bones and other hrasses.
students will be awarded bachelor
So that all seniors will have a chance to order graduation on San Jose State college Science
of science degrees.
To
quote
Ovanin on the work i louncements, time for ordering them has been extended to 4:30
.faculty since 1916. was conferring
with Mr. John Harville, biology "The feeling of ’protest’ Pervades I both Thursday and Friday of this week.
instructor, in his office when he the whole Second Symphony. The
iis emphasized again by George Link, class president, that this
was stricken. He suffered a simi- dynamic impulse generating war is absolutely the last chance for seniors to order announcements and
lar attack several years ago, and can be heard throughout. The
personal cards.
was under medical care for some main theme with its soft contours.
Link said that the orders are
Compromise Plan
rep:esents,
in
a
sense,
what
things
I months then.
being taken at the desk in the
WASHINGTON. ( UP ) Southcould be.
Student Union lounge. The necesHis sudden death, however. ,
ern senators yesterday formally
"But war conditions never allow I
I sits, for ordering this far in adrejected a compromise formula came as a shock to his many
it to achieve serenity. It tries
vance of graduation. Link said, is
advanced by administration I friends among faculty and stumightily
to assert itself without
that announcements will not be
Democrats and Republicans in an dents.
success . . . there is, however, no
,
made
up until orders are received.
anti
effort to settle the senate’s
definite program .. . each listener
and time for ’engraving and printGreat Loss to College
filibuster fight.
creating his own images."
ing must be allowed.
’
"The college suffered a serious
Senate Democratic leader Scott
loss with the passing of Dr. Hazel- Delores O’Neill Gives Good Solo
W. Lucas told reporters after antine." President T. W. MacQuar"WoncliArful," and "very good."
other peace parley that the southscholar and a were typical of the remarks heard ;
ste said. "He as
erners had given a "firm rejecgentleman. interested not only in from audience members during
tion" to the latest settlement bid.
the scholarship of his students: the terrific ovation given Delores
"He didn’t make much prog- but in their personal welfare as O’Neill for her violin solo in Jules I
The Rex. C. C. Ellenberger. AfConus’ Concerto in E minor for
ress." Lucas said. "The thing is well."
rican missionary, will be guest
Violin and Orchestra.
just where it was last night."
"1 can’t think of anyone. who
speaker at the Collegiate Christian Fellowship meeting ThursAfter completing this very difLucas said he would withhold a kits contributed more to the colday at 12:30 p.m. in B24, accordmove to abandon the battle for lege," Dr. MacQuarrie added. ficult number, Miss O’Neill, senior
ing to Lynne ,Ekstrand, missionstudent in Art and Music, received
tighter curbs on filibusters until
"Ile always carried more than his
ary chairman.
two bouquets of flowers.
Republican senators confer.
share of the load."
One of the first white men ever
"Old California" by William
to enter French West Africa.
Dr. Hazeltine was characterized
Grant Still, featured the beat of
-:Xilenberger bits traveled hundreds
4i.s "outstanding as a teacher and
Indian drums, the Spanish theme
Of reiles: into the interior of the
piratiqnal, leader for countless
with the castinet and tamboutnitatry.
tidents" by Dr. Carl Duncan,
NEW YORK. (UP) - Franklin cting Science department head. rines, a struggle, and finally
He took. Art im-The translation
merged all these themes.
of the Ned’ Testament inte.ManD. Roosevelt. Jr., .),asterday beInfluence Was Extensive
lake, one of the trade language%
came the first son of the late
"His influence has been extenof French West Africa. He now
President to seek public office by sive." Dr. Duncan continued. "Acis working on a ttanslation of the
(.4crne Telephoto)
agreeing to run for the Congres- tive in his field of science eduOld Testament.
Protesting against U. S. Bureau
sional seat vacated by the death cation and as a personal counBoyd
James
Ekstrand said that all students
Chief
Mines
Prof. I. A. Thormodsgaard of of
selor, he had a warmth of personal the Music department faculty was
(above). U. M. W. President John and factil0 members are invited
of Rep. Sol Bloom.
L. Lewis has called a two-week to hear the missionary.
chBoararncter few men could equal." the speaker at a’ choral clinic held
work stoppage of all soft coal
The 35-year-old Roosevelt, who
in Arizona in 1888, Dr. in Oakland Monday by the East
miners east of the MississippL
resembles his father in looks and
Bay Choral Directors guild.
from
the
graduated
Hazeltine
manner, will be supported by
both the Democratic and Liberal University of California with a
parties, acccirding to political B.S. degree in 1914. Following his
leaders of the (west side Man- graduation, he taught science for
two years at San Jose high school.
hattan) 20th district.
"Campus ethics" is one of the
In 1916 he was appointed to the
new courses to be Offered by the
Robert B. Blaikie, Democratic
WINTER 1949
n Jose State Normal school
Philosophy department next quarleader of the district, said he wag cience faculty.
Mon., Mar. 21 Classes meeting at: Wed., Mar, 23 Classes meeting at:
ter,- according to department
sponsoring Roosevelt’s candidacy.
7:30- 9:10 3:30 MWF or Daily
7:30- 9:10 ’7:30 SIWF or Daily
Dr. Hazeltine received an M.S.
sources.
9:20-11:00 10:30 TTh
9:20-11:00 9:30 TTh
For Roosevelt to become the .from Stanford in 1926 and his
Elmo Robinson, who will In11:10-12:50 11:30 MAW or Daily 11:10-12:30 12:30 11%1’ or Daily
party’s standard bearer it will be Ph.D., in nature study education.
struct the class, announced that
1:140- 3:20 2:30 TTh
1:40- 3:20 1:30 TTh
necessary to obtain the approval from Cornell in 1930. He was a
it will be a freshmen course.
3:30- 5:10 4:30 :VOW or Daily
3:30- 5:10 3:30 MWF or Daily
of a caucus of district leaders and member of the West Coast Nature
"Campus ethics" evolved from
approval by the Democratic coun- school staff from its inception in
Robinson’s work on the Fairness
Tues., Mar. 22 Classes meeting at Thurs.,51ar.24 Classes meeting at
ty committee, but 13Iaikie said he 1931.
committee.
7:30- 9:10 8:30 rile
7:30- 9:10 7:30 TTh
did not expect any opposition in
The Philosophy department also
9:20-11:00 10:30 31WI: or Daily
0:20-11:00 9:30 WW1.’ or Daily
Active in religious work, the
either group.
has planned, to give two upper
11:10-12:30 12:30 TTh
11:10-12:50 11:30 TTh
naturalist was’ a member of the
division courses in religion and
1:40- 3:20 2:30 Mlle or Iiaily
1:00- 2:30 All F.aglish ’A’
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey has not First Presbyterian church and
democracy, the latter designed to
3:30- 5:10 4:30 TTh
2:40- 4:20 1:30 MWF or Daily
yet set a date for the special elec- adviser to the Student Christian
fulfill requirements for American
4:30- 6:10 3:30 ’TTh
tion to choose Bloom’s successor. fellowship. He was chairman of
;constitution..
Bloom died last week,
(Continued on Page 3)
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33 -Year Teacher

Link Advances Announcement Deadline
To 4:30 P.M. Thursday Friday in Union

(Arms Telephoto)
William L. Cox, 30, lies on seat in cab of les truck (arrow) with only water-soaked canvas separating
him from roaring flames of burning gasoline. Two firemen were burned when they braved the heat to
throw him the canvas and then played streams of water on him to keep him alive. Cox, his leg caught
In floor boards, crashed his gasoline-loaded truck-trailer when he swerved from highway to avoid hitting
an auto. He suffered a twisted leg, second-degree burns, and shock.
minute. These arc speeds faster manuals of shorthand for various
than the reading rate of most foreign languages including Spanish. Portuguese, Italian, French,
persons.
Polish and Russian.
Other phases of the exhibit

Shorthand Display
Is Shown in Library
Currently displayed in the Liprary is an exhibit arranged by
the Commerce department depicting the shorthand methods of

show the shorthand materials proOf special Interest are the exvided for ’service men in the amples of the new simplified
Armed Forces Institute program Gregg system that will not be
during the recent war.
seen on the market anywhere be!

fore April,
Examples of the four different
The rest
modern shorthand systems are
One of the mom prominent corn- shown as they are used in the a pictorial
ponents of this display is Lin - country today, Byrne, Thomas, ishorthand,
coin’s address at Gettysburg writ- Pitman and Gregg; and complete more than
ten in his own hand, and the samei
written in Gregg shorthand. Be- ,
low this is a picture of the audience, with mention of the fact
that the leading New York newspapers of the C.:ay did not recognize the significance of the "remarks" of the President.
writing.

1949.
of the display concerns
story of the history of
and a business record
2000 years old.

Proud Father at 87

Photographer Too Slow
41so, that a photographer who
was sent to get the picture was
slow in setting up his camera, and
Lincoln cor.clucied his famous
speech in 135 seconds . . . with
no picture having been taken.

Mines Chief
James Boyd Is
Storm Center

African Missionary
Will Speak to CCF

Roosevelt Heir
Enters Politics

Local Professor
Speaks in Oakland

showing that shorthand knowledge has a wider application than
merely that of taking notes in a
business office, another display is
a few selections from American
literature written in shorthand.

It’s Too Late To Drop
Courses Now

Professor J. A. Burger of the
Commerce department pointed
out that "some newspapers encourage their reporters and some
police forces require their officers
to use shorthand for on-the-scene
recording of evesits."
Four Shorthand Systems Shown
A page of shorthand notes from
the notebook of Martin DuPraw
is also exhibited. DuPraw, world’s
champion shorthand writer, halt
written ordinary material at 246
words - per - minute’, and Jury
(’barge material at $60 Words-pet-

Southern Solons
Reject Northern

(Acme Telephoto)
Dr. Andrew C. Lawson (above), professor emeritus and leading geologist at the University of California in Berkeley, is the proud father
of a son at the age of 1171. The boy is the first child of Dr. Lawson s
18-year -marriage to this second wife, Isabel, 39. The baby has two
bait-brothers, aged 50 and 57. "It’s nothing," said D. Lawson.
"It happens all the time."
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Campus Ethics Class
Ready for Freshmen
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Feature Editor
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Cetrt editor
Society Editor
Photo Editor
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DICK HUGO
Business Maseger
Sob Blackmon, Len Kreidt
Bob Heise,/
Virgil Wilson
Arnold Wchter
.... $pritect Geduldig
le* VAdfaker
John 0.1 Sacco
Roger Freeberg, Royce Root

’Chinese Students’ Plight Critical
The plight of many Chinese students studying in colleges and universities of the United States is becoming
desperate.
headquarters of the 1.S. National Student Association
(NSA) has issued a special appeal to muster aid for these
students. Their financial .situation is critical in numerous
cases due to government regulations which require that
holders of student visas can accept employment only when
it does not interfere with carrying a full course of study
in day classes.
In the face of the high cost of living, this regulation
is tanreaiistie. It is restricting these students so they cannot take employment to adequately provide for their needs.
Small allotments from the Chinese government are not
enough.
The U.S. office of Immigration and Naturalization has
reported to NSA that nothing can be done to waive the
restrictions so Chinese students can take adequate employment to get on their feet:
These students are guests in our country. It is up to
the students of the nation to get behind NSA in the fight
to help relieve this unusual situation.
NSA student governments have been asked to find
part-time employment for the Chinese students, seek scholarships, acquire loans for emergency cases and solicit community support. There is no reason why non -NSA schools
should not aid in the crusade.
Critical situations exist in our own backyard, if not at
San Jose State. California and Stanford are on the list of
schools where the situation is desperate. Attempts are being made to get financial aid but that is only short-range
help.
This is a situation where student pressure on Congress
can help to relax the regulations. If every thinking college
man and woman would send a letter to his or her Congressman, something could he done.
Quick. humanitarian action is needed.
- -BOB RODEN. Editor.

A Voice In Education
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Spartans in Action

Volta and Pan’
Ambrose a Sadist?

Defend Cartoonist

Dear Thrust, Ambrose, and
Parry:
It is obvious that you, along
with Charles Adams, and others of
a like ilk, belong in a mental hospital. You, sir, are a sadist. Your
conception of humor is sadly misplaced. Indeed, sir, you are an
idiot. My wife became sick to her
stomach, in fact, overwhelmed
with nausea, at one glimpse at
your "cartoon." Hereinafter, kindly confine your abortive attempts
at humor within you.
You were undoubtedly an unusual child. You probably were
not content to pull the wings from
flies. I haven’t the slightest doubt
that you drowned kittens, and tied
cans to tails of wee dogs.
In short, damn you, sir!
ASB13.

Dear Thrust and Parry and
John Angam:

Ambrose Says ’No’
Dear "Thrust and Parry":
I would not have this work considered as a rebuttal to the letter
of John Angam which appeared
in yesterday’s publication. Rather
it is an expression of my humility
and gratitude. It is flattering
enough having someone notice
that there are cartoons in the
Spartan Daily. My joy knows no
bounds when any of the student
body displays the condescension to
criticize a drawing.
- Photo by Hasse.
Mary Lou Meyer, Education major from San Jose, is shown in
forms. Mary
action in the Registrar’s office, filling- out graduat
Lou is a Senior and is a member of Gamma Phi Beta.

A ednesday. Mardi 16. 1949

Morality is a thing ill-defined
in our society. It would take some
conceit upon the part of a human
begin to declare that ours is the
supreme specie, and that the
moral right lies upon our side in
any argument with the swine concerning whose young should be
roasted. Our superiority is not so
clearly established.
The flesh of the human infant
would seem as delectable to pigs
as any superbly barbecued suckling is to man. We, with the swine,
seem to be the only animal group

The Spartan Daily

Wed ties

Published every school day by the Associated Students of San Jose State
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"Cage of- Nightingale,- unusual m00% is’ series, Little
Theater, 8:15 p.m.
Santa Clara County Chapter. S.J.S.C. alumnae association. 7:30 p.m.

Unless the size of your body is
Inversely proportional to your obvious mental capacity, do not attempt to throw cartoonist Ambrose out of the Daily office.
Thursdoy. Morch 17
While Ambrose is usually a gentle,
easy going fellow, we are not cerStudent Recital. Student 1 nion. 8:15 to) 9:30 p.ni.
tain that he would not be goaded
"Box
and Cox.’" "The Loely Miracle." and The
Into employing his 220 pounds of
bone and muscle to place such as Boor." Stink Theater. 8:15 p.111.
you in a juisition comparable to
the baby being roasted on the
Fridov, March l.spit.
,Studo Theater one-act plays. 8:11
Since this is the 20th century,
Boxing. I-. of Idaho xs. San Jose State. Mien’s Gym.
we do not believe that Ambrose’s
career will suffer because one, or
Alpha
Omega pledge dance. Peninsula ( ountry,
even "at least a dozen," persons
Club.
9
to
1
p.m.
think that his sense of humor is
"morbid." Amongst the masses,
’Social Affairs after boxing match in Student Union.
there are surprisingly many whose
Social Affairs committee, for members only.
sense of humor is deep, although
"morbid."
Monday through Friday. March 21-24 ASH 7031, 5219, 5210, 1738, 1976,
Finals.
7368, 5406, 5202, 2767.

Act Professional
Dear Thrust & Parry and ASB’s
128-5202:
Instead of addressing your
"Staffers Rebuff" to the authors
of critical letters, you might well
have told the entire Student Body
to "read the Beacon. or Drop
Dead."
The grievances set down by
those four students represent not
a minority but a majority of your
readers, and the sooner you realize this the better.
We’re told that the Spartan
Daily is a professional paper. Then
act like one! Editors all over the
country become targets for reader gripes, but they don’t dispatch
the matter with an indignant
"Drop Dead." Generally they’ll
try to -meet the demand, and it
doesn’t take any more time to
draw an aceeptable cartoon than
this "snake kills baby" stuff.
I If you can’t take eeitieiam and
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A Voice In Education
The United States National Student association (NSA)
was recently voted to associate membership in the American
Council on Education.
NSA is the only student organization to hold member- ,
ship in the Council. It long has been influential in the !
shaping of educational policies and practices of U.S.
schools.
Last year, students of San Jose State college voted
down by a narrow margin the opportunity to get in on the
ground floor of NSA activities. Now Spartans may well
look on with envy as NSA schools take part in the annual
conference of the Council on Education to be held in
Washington D.C., May 6-7.
Ever-expanding, NSA now’represents more than 800,000 students in 281 colleges and universities in the United
States. Pacific coast membership numbers such schools as.
Santa Clara, Stanford, Cal., U.C.L.A., University of Southern California, Fresno State and others.
NSA is the only student organization which has been
granted membership in the National Education association
and the U.S. commission for UNESCO. The NSA .representative recently was elected to a position on the executive committee of UNESCO.
Through its far-reaching activity in the field of education, NSA is making a great contribution to the prestige of
college students.
The organization is a non-partisan, non-sectarian representative intercollegiate association formed two years ago
to serve the needs of students of the U,S., and to promote
their interests.
It is not too late. Under future progressive student
government, San Jose State students may be given another
opportunity to have a voice in the future of American
education.
NSA can give that voice.
BOB BODEN, Editor.

Peddle to WON*
Dear Thrust and Parry and
Bob oden:
Thank you very much for your
fine editorial on "Religion: Target for Tomorrow." But it seems
as if you are defending a lost
cause. For, although America has
a freedom of worship clause in its
constitution, it has very little religion.
I grant you America has a large
number of churches; but even
though, the majority of the popu-

lation are not church members.
I have no statistics, but I believe I am safe to say that San
Jose State students on the whole
are not religious.
Therefore, why defend something we (America) don’t believe
or practice? If you want to defend a noble cause, get it and
then it will be worth while.
If you dont rant to help preach
and educate for religion, go peddle
your writings to Willie Randolph
Jr.he will love your stuff.
ASB 1199.

NARROW ESCAPEWhen it was struck by a runaway truck,
this ear hurtled a six-foot are:may in Cincinnati. 0., and its
front wheel went through the rout of a house, holding the car
upright. Mrs. Edward Volt and her two-year -old grandson were
in the room below the roof, but both escaped injury.

Visiting Educators Seats for French
View San Jose
Pic Still on Sale
Tickets are still available for
College Campus tonight’s
showing of "Cage of
To faculty members from Pa- Nightingales," the Speech office
cific Union college visited San announced yesterday. Tickets are
on sale for 35 cents in room 57,
Jose State college Monday.
Speech office.
They were Dr. Percy W. Chris"Cage of Nightingales" will be
tian, president of Pacific Union shown at 8:15 p.m. in the Little
college, and Edwin C. Walter, reg- Theater. This French movie with
istrar of the college.
English subtitles, shows how,
Pacific Union college, located at through the use of modern psyAngwin, Calif., is affiliated with chology and musical therapy, a
the Seventh Day Adventist church. new staff member corrects the
attitude of an entire reform school.
It is co-educational.

slict-td a r.y thir,kness desired. Sandwiches, Cheese Rolls, Ribbon Sandwiches, Open Faced Sandwiches. We go ali out to make either personal
r )1pr^ity parties a success’.
r
r r’y

CHATTERTON BAKERY
Ballard 6016

230,0671M1 4,2;
is the Time for a New Hat

One-Day Cleaning Service

can show you the Latest in Fashion

COLUMBIA 1793

Relining

53 W. SAN FERNANDO

Dear Thrust and Parry and
Bob Boden:
Your editorial in regard to atheism and communism demonstrates
a sad lack of ability to think
clearly .You demonstrate perfectly the principle that one should
not say, much less write, anything in the heat of passion. I
have no doubt that you meant
well by your spiel. However, I
would suggest that you look at
the matter from a different point
of view, or rather, two different
points of view.
First, comrnunism has to do
with political and economic ways
of life. Secondly, atheism is a
matter of belief, and has no connection whatsoever with the first.
It is true that the countries presently dominated by the ;communists are acting against ttfr church,
but only to strengthen their political and economic hold on those
countries, and not because atheism
is part and parcel with communism.
George Stratton, ASB 6444.

elementary teacher position openings
in Herlong, Calif., have been announced by Director of Placement
Miss Doris K. Robinson.
Primary and elementary teaching positions are also available in
San Diego, Miss Robinson stated.
Those desiring further information should contact the Placement
office immediately, she said.

I

CHICKERYICK
1/2 Chicken

1050 E. Santa Clare

58 E. SAN FERNANDO STREET

BALLARD 5769-R

THE OLD AND THE NEWAfter 42 years of being an extra in
Hollywood studios, Betty Lawson, left, has retired. Claiming
to be the oldest extra in point of service, Miss Lawson gave her
makeup kit to Joan Evans who has just finished her first movie.

R. Schuman Terms Vets Office Asks
Dance Successful Veterans To Check
Kappa Sigma ’Kappa’s Shipboard
Shuffle at the Scottish Rite temple Saturday evening was termed
a great success by Rick Schuman,
publicity director for the fraternity’.
Music was provided by Brent
Wilson and his orchestra. The orchestra played requests which
kept everyone dancing.
During
the intermission period the four
male "Heart’s Delighters" sang
songs of a bygone era.
Hal Chapman and Jim Barnett
were in charge of the dance and
decorations.

Roll, French Fries

Call Col. $734

501 Almaden Col. 7151-..1

Just In Time For
Better Work This
Spring!
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111 California Textile Inks
white, black, green, red,
yellow
In small tubes 50c
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RELIABLE RADIO REPAIR

sa,Q1

Closed Monday

All veterans from California
who expect to continue their training under the Cal Vet program
after their G.I. Bill terms are up
are asked to leave their names in.
the Veterans office, room 32, according to a request from that
of fiee.

The Original

Tamale, P4sInems
Instrumental music and

ARCHIE’S

VANLEE HATS

Altering

Different Viewpoiot

Dtt.IV

Free Delivery
9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.

. normal
Mood st

try to.meet the demand, and it
doesn’t take any more time to
draw an acceptable cartoon than
this "snake kills baby" stuff.
If you can’t take criticism and
put it to good use, then, in the
words of one enraged critic, "hang
it up as a bad job."
ASB 1886.
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STATE TAILORS AND CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning

Out the Window
Dear Thrust and Parry:
One of the two plaques embedded in the masonary of the College
Tower, a memorial to Edwin
Markham, has gained little recognition.
This poem, "Outwitted," is destined to become an American
classic because it exemplifies the
American way of "understanding
fellow men."
Discrimination goes out the
window after memorizing and understanding this bit of classic
verse:
He drew a circle that shut me out,
Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout.
But love and I had the wit to win,
We drew a circle that took
him in.
ASB 5097.

WE WI-U.

SANDWICH BREAD

221 S. Second

The flesh of the human infant
would seem as delectable to pigs
as any superbly barbecued suckling is to man. We, with the swine,
seem to be the only animal group
whose entire life is spent in the
pursuit of sensual pleasure. This
much for the provincialism in
morality apparent in reader Angam.
We may differ as to the propriety of theme in cartoons. This
one of the pigs was an obvious
satire upon the emotions of the
reader. It intended to say that
emotions are not often the most
desirable of human traits, and to
have selected the most tender of
human emotions, that of parental
affection, as a target does not
necessaritly brand me a sadist.
It seemed to be the most proper
vehicle to convey my intentions
to the public. That emotional people such as Angam can be provoked into such unwholesome outbursts as his letter to "Thrust
and Parry" is a perfect testimonial for the plea advanced by
the cartoon; that there be emotional moderation in our society.
Ambrose Haggard, ASB 4987.

Just 2 Blocks Off Campus
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Hollywood Scientists
Crack Down On Killer
Team of ’Big League’ Doctors
Fight High Blood Pressure
HOLLYWOOD, Cal., March 15 (UP).In a laboratory of a skyscraper hospital here where movie stars go for their operations, may
come the first real break in the solution of the problem of high blood
pressure in man.
The laboratory is the new spic and span institute for medical
research, a part of the swank cellar% of Lebanon Hospital just off
Sunset Boulevard.
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CSTA Will Instal
officers Offers
student Discussion

Financed partly by a wealthy
the laboratorymovie producer,
now only eight months old, is
functioning at top speed. with.priority giver, to the problem of
Installation of new officers will
hypertension. or high blood pressure, a disease that is a contrib- precede a panel discussion at today’s meeting -of the local chapter
uting factor to heart ailments.
of the California Student TeachBig League Team
ers association, according to Ken While movie stars may We oc7 neth Gak;s, program committee
The meeting will be
cupying hotel-like rooms or suites member.
in the hospital proper, "a big ! held in room Al at 4 p.m. today.
league" team ’of research doctors1
The discussion, on "The Gaps
in white coats is working in the
I
Between
my Teacher Training
laboratory, using the latest tools ,
and machines to find cures to and my Teaching Career" is exwhat causes high blood pressure pected to be "of vital interest" to
education majors. Gass asserted.
in man,

Interviews Open for
Women Counselors
At Summer Camps
No Experience Is
Necessary for Job
All women students interested
in serving as counselors at summer camps are asked to make
appointments for interviews to be
held next quarter with camp directors, according to Mrs. Lenore
Luedemann, of the Women’s PE
department.
All types of counselors are
needed, and experience is not
generally required. Most camp
sessions begin the last week of
June or the first week of July,
and last for six weeks. Pay is
based on experience and type of
counseling, Mrs. ’Luedemann said.
Miss Joyce KentwortJay, director of Berkeley Campfire girls,
will interview applicants for counselors at this summer’s session of
Camp Lassen by Butte Meadows.
Mrs. lientworthy will be on camPus April 21, at 1:15 p.m.
Miss Lois Young will interview
applicants for counselors at Camp
Minaluta, Lake Vera, on April 22
from 11 to 1:30. The Campfire.
girls’ camp is located near Nevada City.
Applicants for the San Jose
Girl Scout camp located in Big
Sur will 110 interview next quarter by Miss Gertrude Di Santo.
Counselors are also needed by
three day camps in and near San
Jose, Mrs. Luedemann said. Application also may be made for a
camp in the Bridgeport, Conn.
area.
Requests for applicants for
camp positions in the Oakland
Recreation department have been.
received.

Gass, a teacher training stuThe scientists in this laboratory !
are pursuing the theory--confir- dent, will moderate the discussion.
ined by tests both in animals and A live -member panel will consider
the main ! the teacher training program from
probably
i nanthat
rause of hypertension is In the the viewpoints of students, teachschool
.sland
apic
nirp
kidney. According to the tests, ’er,
%% hen the flow of blood in the kidney is interrupted, the organ apparentfy produces a substance rriUSIC Sorority
hich is knovvn as renin, a pro- ;
trio. An interruption like that c na’ F
be caused by an abnormal funckidney and the
tioning of the
symptoms might not be recognized
Mu Phi Epsilon, honorary music
at [inst.
soi only, held its formal initiation
For some years scientists have
ceremony Sunday. March 13, at
been able to cause hypertension
the Hotel De Anza.
in experimental animals by interfering with the kidney blood supNew members are Ilene Sand-1
John R. Kerr of the Speech and
ply. Such hypertension has prov- i berg, .Alice Blair, Charlotte De- i Drama department announced
ed to, be similar to high blood 1 hay, Jean Welch, Barbara Zinn, ! yesterday that tryouts for the de pressure disease in human beings Norvella Pitney, Marlene Metcalf,ipartment’s next production, "Marwho were found to have an ab- , and Carol Hubhs.
I garet Fleming" by James Herne,
I will be held the first week of
normal amount of renin in the
Following the candlelight cern- spring quarter,
blood stream.
rnony, new members were presentTryouts will be held April 6
Seek the Answer
ed witi commis of vloieto Site 10’ only, at 4:30
p.m. In the Little
There
-t eensomei
discus- roritra flower, and retrealunenta Thea ter.
whether the kidney rlsimacto were :Armed.
I,-----

kA

Has
ormal Initiation
For 8 New Members

Ice Cream Cones on the House

Recital To Feature E
Original Minuets i
By Local
Cm"serstir
String Quartette

SaysArrest
es War Mongering

Refuses Representation by Council
In His Trial in N.Y. Federal Court

To Present Works

Original compositions by members of Harold Johnson’s eleNEW YORK, March 15 (UP).Valentine Gubitchev, 32 -year-old
mentary composition class will be
Russian
engineer accused of espionage, said today that the charges
featured on today’s noon recital
program given in room 108 at against him were "started for ceitain dirty political purposes to fire
12:30, Erik Petersen said.,
the feelings of this country against my country."
He refused in Federal court to be represented by counsel.
When Gubitchev, a wisphy man
As lie stood before the bench
with a stolid face, refused to anstoday. wearing a topcoat
and
wer a question on how he pleaded holding his hat
behind his back,
to espionage charges. Judge Si- Gubitchev was
asked again by
.
mon H.’ Rifkind directed that a Judge Rifkind if he would
accept
plea of innocent be entered in his Hamilton as an attorney.
The
behalf.
question and answer were given
Rifkind set April 1 for Giibit- to an interpreter.
chev’s trial, the same date as was
Questions and Ansu-ers
set for Brooklyn -born Judith Cop..
"Is that the only question?"
Ion, his co-defendent who pleaded
Gubitchev said.
innocent last week.

Minutes by Alfred Vines, Joseph Cat hey, Claude Traylor,
Phillip Anderson, and Richard
Payton, will be played by a string
quartette composed of Warren
Van Bronkhorst, violin; Wallace
Johnson, violin; Dennis Barrett,
viola; and Allan Gove. cello.

/Arnie Telephoto:
Next time James Denny (right) makes a promise he’ll think twice.
Here he fulfills his promise of "Ft free cone for every student" at
Lowell High School if they won the San Francisco city champions
ship. They did, and Denny paid oil to the tune of 2000 cones.

Also on the program will be
Marian Stewart, soprano, accompanied by Helen Kienzey.
Miss
Stewart will sing "Tell Me, 0
Blue. Blue Sky." by Vittorio Giannini, and "Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind," by Quilter.

Bail $100,000
1

N.Y.Wire Tapping Plot Exposed

The court continued the bail of

Bentel to Speak iGubitchey, a suspended United
Nations employe, at $100.000 and
dismissed a eourt-appointed atOn ’Libel Traps’
torney, Fowler Hamilton, who neTo Newspapermen ver had a chance to serve his
"Libel Traps and How to Avoid client.
Them" will be the subject of an
address to be given Friday evening. by Dwight Bentel head of
the Journalism department. Bentel is scheduled to speak at a dinner before the Central Coast
counties unit of the Newspaper
association at Rickey’s in Palo
Alto.

"Tell him I’d like an answer,"
Rifkind replied sharply.
"I consider my ,so-called case a
most flagrant prbvocation which
was started for certain dirty political purposes to fire the feelings of this country against my
country," Gubitchev said.

PREPARE NOW Pi, C4441.14

XAMS
have ’ens The essentials
of your courses hizhhghted
and packed .into a nutshell,
f quick thorough’ review
.l ’k a see the famous
COLLEGE OUTLIRE SERIES
We

The (limier, which 50 persons
are expected to attend, is to he
sponsored by the Palo Alto Times.
Fred McPherson, of the Santa
Cruz Sentinel, will preside over
the meeting. Bentel is secretary
of the association.

ama Production
Tryouts Are April 6

DENNY-WATROUS ATTRACTION
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURS., MAR. 17, 8:30

(Acme Telephoto)
New York’s Mayor William O’Dwyer (right) and Irving Saypol, chief
assistant U. S. attorney, inspect wire -tapping equipment seized after
Kenneth Ryan, a former New York City detective, confessed plot to
..lictm in"
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Infantry Chorus
35 Negro Veterans
"Tops in male choruses"
Songs of World War II, Spirituals,

ALSO FOR EXAMS
No fuss . . . No Muss
No Feudin’ or Fightin’
with

normal

aMOU0T

01

rerun

10

Tr

Folios ing the candlelight ceremony, niss members ssere presentSeek the Aftawer
ed with corsages of violets, the
There hall -leers some discus- rority’s flower, and refreshments
sion whether the kidney damage were served.
Miss Frances Robinson, faculty
results from high blood pressure
or whether the high blood pres- adviser, attended with two memsure results from kidney damage. ’ tiers of the San Jose Alumni chapThe scientists here believe that : ter, Barbara Welch and Violet
the kidney damage comes first. Thomas.
In tests in experimental animals1
it has been shown that the renir
substance can be neutralized by
the injection of antibodies specific
against the kidney substance. On
the basis of the tests, the day
may come when the abnormal
George V. Cashman, junior enamount of renin in the human gineering major, will present a 10
body may be neutralized by anti- minute paper in student competirenin agents.
tion before the American Society
Thus would come _probably the of Civil Engineers regional congreatest break in the high blood ference in San Diego, Mar. 25-26.
pressure problem. The scientists
Cashman’s paper is entitled,
here do not believe renin is nec"The
Water Level Problem in
of
arterio-scleressarily a cause
osis, or hardening of the arteries, Santa Clara County."
but they seek to determine the reStudents from eight western enlationship. A break-through into gineering schools will compete bethe high blood pressure problem fore the society during the twomight well open new ways to day meet.
handling the whole heart disease
problem, No. 1 killer of man.
blood stream.
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spring quarter.
Tryouts will be held April 6
only. at 4:30 p.m. in the Little
Theater.
Students interested may check
out a copy of the script from the
reserve book room. The cast consists of seven men and five women.
An early American drama,
"Margaret Fleming," will be presented May 5-9 in the Little Theater.

Therapist Lectures
Orthopedics Class

More On

Hazeltine Death

SOO

(Continued from Page 1)
the Student Loan Fund committee,
Dr. Hazeltine was an authority
on nature study education. He was
the author of a number of texts
in this field, and a contslbutor to
the Western Nature Study series,
edited and published here by Dr.
Gayle Pickwell
In addition to nature study, Dr.
Hazeltine taught a number of
agriculture courses, Dr. Duncan
staid. He was a past president of
the Santa Clara valley chapter of
the National Audubon society.
The professor belonged to a
number of national scientific and
educational organizations.
Dr. Hazeltine is survived by his
wife. Rachel. three sons: Howard
and Karl, Jr.. SJS graduates; William, a junior student here, and
two daughters. Mrs. Ruth Williams and Mrs. Margaret Palmer.

Mrs. Eleanor T. Mann, of the
occupational Therapy department,
talked on the relation of the nurse
to the cerebral palsied child be fore the orthopedics class of Miss
Pauline Davis yesterday.
Mrs. Mahn ’showed the group
materials that help children learn
to button their clothing, lace their
shoes, brush their teeth, and eat
with a spoon-.

Cattle Eat Again

A PENNY SAVED

SERVICE
at the

SAAVON
SERVICE STATION
4th and William St.

A PENNY EARNED

Golden West Pry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to College Close to town
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
275 E. William
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
25-29 S. Third Street
Main Plant
Bailaral 60
332 E. Santa Clara St.
1740 Park Ave.
231 Willow
24th and Santa Clara St.
1315 Lincoln

HUNTER-PETERSON
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

36 W. SAN FERNANDO

Sold, Rented, Repaired
71 E. SAN FERNANDO

BAL. 4234

and

No Feudin’ or Fightins
with
MECHANICAL ELECTROGRAPHIC
PENCILS I5c

Snow"

Also COLLATERAL READINGS
and REFERENCES
FOR ALL COURSES

Rentalslarge assortment
of Boots and Skis.
Plenty of Snow.

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.,

PEDDLER HILL SKI LODGE

Just Across Fourth from the Student Union

For overnight accommodations write Peddler Hill Ski Lodge.
P.O. Box 931, Jackson,
and we will make reservations in Jackson or nearby resorts.

134 East San Fernando Street
"Your Friendly Student

4 hours from San Jose

Store"
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ARE TiIE MILDEST CIGARETTE
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I’VE EVER SMOKED!
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How Mgcl can a
DAYS
SMOKE CAMELS FOR 30
and you’ll know!
of hundreds of
In a recent coast -to-coast test
Camels for
only
men and women who smoked
packs a
two
to
one
30 daysan average of
making
after
specialists,
daynoted throat
weekly examinations, reported

LOOK WHO’S HERE!
Samrny Smilingut, the joyful gent on
your left, got so wn.t at having his
pan in -Lyke" that he cut his MWF
Daily Duty fora couple of daze.
Now he’s back to remind you’of the
Neat Eatin’ _at .

Sun

Three Tows in Operation.

You Get

Save 4c Per Gal.

"Tops in male choruses"
Songs of World War II, Spirituals,
folk, church. Students 90c.
Aud. Col. 7087

"A Skiers world of

SACRAMENTO. (UP) -- The
state department of Agriculture
reported today that California
grazing conditions have improved
rapidly since the cold spell broke
in February and general rains beBill Adams wes elected presi- gan falling.
dent of the French Honor society,
Iota Delta Phi, Monday at a meetWhen you think
ing held in the home of Carol
of drugstore,
Baumgartner.
think of Joe Cola, ax -Spartan.
Nadine Douglass was elected
EASTSIDE PHARMACY
vice-president: Carolyn Hackman,
lath and Santa Clara Sts.
secretary; Elsie Rosenberg, treasFree Delivery
Ballard 234
urer, and Orden Ichinaga, reporter -historian.
The society is planning to hold
a dinner-dance party Thursday,
March 24, to celebrate the end of
the quarter.

end you

35 Negro Veterans

EXTRA LEADS 2c

Cashman Entered
At Society of
Iota Delta Phi
Engineers Meet
Elects Officers

rnia
ain,
am
up
in
acthat

Infantry Chorus

(Acme Telephoto)
New York’s Mayor William O’Dwyer (right) and Irving saypol, chief
assistant U. B. attorney, inspect wire-tapping equipment seized after
Kenneth Ryan, a former New York City detective, confessed plot to
"listen in" on city officials. Ryan escaped following the confession
and was thought to have headed for the home of Clendenin Ryan.
who has declared war on political corruption.

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION
CIGARETTES

tiae g-Siti4.47

I’ve

KNOWN THAT FOR YEARS.
NANCY! AND I GO FOR
CAMEL’S FULL,RIC1-1 FLAVOR,
I:\ real harsi
.,tten Skttch
rktdetscin and lovely h
)
tit .
teaturd vocalist, ge: !L. .--r and
-ii.ess
sung the praises of Camel

e/(10/1.1y-diaCZ VeIrreeata481
Try Camels and test them OS you smoke
them. If, at any time, au are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you’ve ever smoked, return the package with the unused Camels and we will
refund its full purchase price, plus powage. ( Sigrsed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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SPARTAN BASEBALL NINE COPS FIRST WM

LOPES AND DENEVI LEAD HITTING
1ATTACK OF SAN JOSE STATE
By WADE WILSON

State Netters
Meet San Mateo
After swallowing defeat administered by the University of San
Francisco and tasting victory at
the expense of Salinas J.C. the
San Jose State tennis team will
vie with the San Mateo J.C. net
men tomorrossaat 1:3b in a practice match to be played at Spartan Village.
"San Jose has a fine tennis
team in spite of their lose to
I:SF." stated Ted Mumby. The
windy city boys won the National championship last year and
are even stronger this year. San
Jose lost all of their matches with
them but took all of the Salinas
sets.
San Jose will be ’heavy favorites
over the San Mateo team with
such men as Chet Bulwa, Gene
Franco, Ed Terry, Jim Cruze,
Dave Parney, Bob Phelps and Don
Gale up in the front ranks.
These men are all ranked about
even according to the team chart,
Affording excellent depth
for
Coach Mumby.
Also there are
nine men participating in a play
off to decide the rest of the first
team. There are some promising
men in this group and winners of
the play off should furnish extra
strength for the net team.
Later on in the season the Spartans will send four men to the
ICC tourney. The men have not
been chosen; with the stiff competition it islanyone’s guess.

Frosh Swim
Meet Today

FOR SALE
1939 WILLYS OVERLAND:
Good buy. Seeing is believing. $275.
Col. 4915-J.
1 C11-7
ilI-114.1.1T At’
S
orwuvwr_

The San
S. AN FRANCISCO.
startteam
baseball
Spartan
Jose
a
bang
with
off
season
949
3
ed the
San
the
blasting
by
yesterds y
a
in
84,
Gators,
State
Franciali
three hoityr long slugging battle.
It was tile heavy sticking of Don
Lopes, ah o rtstop, that spelled the
difference of a win or loss for the
Spaftans. 14.0pes connected with a
booming d o uble with the bases
loaded in LIe big sixth inning to
sew things Lip for the visiting San
Jose State

SJS Boxers
Tangle with
Modesto JC

Peachy Poll
Board Debut
Friday Eve

Meet Opens
On Thursday

More than 150 trackmen, a record field, will open competition
tomorrow on Spartan Field in the
annual San Jose State Interclass
Track meet.
Tomorrow’s events Ill see last
year’s Spartan CCAA track and
exhibit their
field champions
prowess for the first time in
1949. Also included in the spike test will be a freshman and novice
division, which in the past, has
had performances that in some
cases equaled or,tttered varsity
standards.
Five teams are entered in the
affair and are captained by members of Coach Lloyd "Bud" WinEach
’arsity tracksters.
ter’s
#ptain has received the backing
.of a campus organization.
Woody . Linn’s squad will In
plugged by the Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority. Stu Inman’s outfit by the Sigma Kappa sorority
and The Passey brothers by SAE.
men’s fraternity. Fred Mangini’s
’ team will be boosted by the DSG
’fraternity and the Gamma Phi
’Beta sorority. and Steve 0rtteara’s squad hy the Alpha Phi’
sorority.
The 7nterclas Track Meet records follow:
75 yard dash-- 7.5, Don Smalley.
352 yard dash 38.1. Thelno
Knowles.

By GEORGE LAJEUNESSE
:’Professor" Portal’s Peachy
Point Poller will be used for the
first time in official college boxDee Portal, the Branch Rickey ing history Friday night when
of college boxing, will send one of the Spartan punchers take on the
his many "farm teams" to the city
rugged Vandals of Idaho.
of Modesto tomorrow to do battle
After a trial run last Friday
with the gladiators of Modesto
night at the all -college matches
JC.
The team that is being sent in the local gym Dee’s Peachy
Point Poller, was pronounced by
will probably form the Sacrathe public, a popular success.
mento contingent of the Spartan

The Gators pitcher was having
trouble with figs control and load- boxing team, and will represent
Coach Charlie Walker’s fresh- ed ,the bases :when Lopes poled
the college in the Pacific, Coal!
man swimming team initiates a his tell -tailing I ail San Jose scored Intercollegiate tournament.
busy week of the pool sport when five runs on two, hits in this frame.
Modesto will face the Spartans
the frosh tangle with the Caliwith a strong squad and will give
Cliff Craig, Starting on the
the Washington Square mittmen a
fornia Cub mermen in Berkeley
mound for the’ Spartans* had
rough evening.
this afternoon.
trouble finding thir plate and was
Wilbur Owens, colored Bulldog
relieved by Bob , Santos in the
light heavyweight, will see action
A frosh meet Friday, a PAA
fourth inning. Santos worked for
against Ray Grove. Owens made
meet Friday, and a varsity CCAA
three innings and wait credit for
a hit with the Spartan fans when
conflict Saturday will furnish the
the win. Pete TV esa, fireball
swimmers with a busy schedule.
he went three rounds with Pc1
strikeout artist far San Jose
Freestyler George Haines, who is
champ Pete Franusich earlier in
State, lived up to ’ his advance
destined to break many Spartan
the season. While he never had
billing by whiffing Iive opposing
pool records, will spearhead the
Pete in seriortis trouble, Wilbur
batters.
Walkermen’s attack on the Bear
made a nuisance of himself in the
Cubs.
Diver Rees Knight and
The Spartans outhit the Gators, ring.
George Sheets in the breaststroke
The line-up for the bouts is as
8-6, and capitalised on the breaks
are strong contenders for the
follows:
to go ahead and win themselves
Spartan frosh.
Modesto
San Jose
a ball game. Both Lopes and
113 lb.
Catcher Pete Denevi lost two hits,
In the relays Walker has two
J. DeBenn
for three times at bat :Ind scored H. Fujimoto
possible quartets to carry Sparta’s
Camp or Monroe
one run to lead the hittliqg attack.1 H. Rogers
banner through the waves. Bruce
135 lb.
Titus, Terry Worden, Bob Uphoff,
San Francisco starte4 out to M. Silviera
A. Sabory ;
Bob Broaddus, John Jacobsen. win the game by collecting two, C. Burnett
E. Martin
Francis Lai, and Richard Rafloski runs for one hit in the !lost inning
140 lb.
could be called upon for the start- while blanking the Spartans. San J. Stewart
L. Walters
ing squad.
Jose roared back with one run
145 lb.
off of two hits in the taecond to B. Wilson
D. Gray I
Backstroker Dick Lebedeff, a show they were in the ball game. B. D-ossv
D. Desch
winner in several races this seaThe Gators added another run in B. Shimmon
J. Johnson
son, will be expected to take first
the third and went scorekss until
150Th.
in his specialty.
the eighth when they tallied once B. Andrus
Muro or Frazier
more.
155 lb.
W. Owens
R. Grove
Coach Walt Williams’ team
165 lb.
scored one in the fifth, five tidies
K. Hansen
P. Farris
In the sixth, and garnered one
175 lb.
last
SENIOR CLASS: This is the more run in the eighth.
I F. Jorgenson
J. DeSoto
week
order graduation anT. Shelton
F. Ross
Order in the StuI.stnemcnuo
San Jose State
Heavyweight
to 2:30
dent Union from
AB R H
10:9
R. Richardson
2 2 0 J. Mann
MWF and 10:30 to 312:30 TTh. Okagaki, 2b

Classified Ads 11 Announcements

Wednesday. March 16, 1919,

The Spartan boxing coach’s
pride and joy is something radically new In the annals of pugilism, and is designed to take the
guesswork out of close decisions.
If future boxing fans are observed booing light bulbs instead
of referees, praise or blame can
be placed on Portal for the mighty
little incandescent lamp is the
backbone of the scoring system.
Friday night the ringside In
Spartan gym will take on all the
appearance of the infield at Tanloran with the Tote boards lit up
and odds changing at rapid fire
pace.
Three judges, named A, B, and
C respectively, will control a
lighting board hanging over the
ring that has three rows of red
and blue lights, also named A. B.
and C, respectively.

Spartan boxing fans will have
chance to see the pride and joy
of San Jose, Wayne Fontes, in
action Friday night. The locals
will face the very tough Univ.
of Idaho in the college gym.
Fontes is undefeated this sea -

As a boxer lands a blow, he
gets a light qp..-t-he,board. That
is, if it is a /staggering blow. If
not, he has to land three light
blows to get the point, or one
light on the board.
electrical outlets provided for that
purpose by the management, and
Just like a Tote board it in exdetermine
who won the round.
tremely simple In operation, mereThe Indicator is guarded against
ly being a process of keeping one’s
short circuits in the event that a
eye on the horse, err, boxer.
boxer of "Hammerin’ Henry"
The boxer in the red corner 1S
Armstrong’s caliber gets in the
credited on the red side of the inring and proceeds to throw so
dicator; the ooxer in the blue
diany punches that one of the
at . . . corner that is, gets all the
julges blows .a fuse.
blue lights.
It is said that Portal is currentAt the end of each round the
ly working an a new wrinkle alspectators haul out Marchant calready for his point pollen when
culators, plug them in at handy
a Spartan boxer scores a knock -

660 yard run -1:25.6. Thelno
son, but will meet a tough Van- . Knowles.
dal In Vern Bahr. The Idaho
1320 yard run ---3:113, Thelno
toughie will have a rough eve1Knowles.
ning IL he meets one of the solar
I ’,It mile run 7:2’2, Eugene
plexis punches of Mr. Fontes.
Haynes.
70 yard higNurdles-8.7, Jack
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Passey.
Javelin -187’ 3", Bob Likens.
Shot put-47’ 3", Woody Linn.
High jump----6’ 3". Mel Martin.
LOS ANGELES. March 15.
Discus -141’ 10-, Grant DenNorthern division PCC mark.
(UP) basketball coaches today unaniA bitter feud is brewing in both
mously selected Guard Cliff Cran- dashes. 75 and 180. where CCAA
dall, star player for conference sprint champ Don Smalley. Steve
1O’Meara. runner-up to Smalley in
champion Oregon State, for the
last year’s conference 220-yard
-all division team.
dash, and the veteran Bob BingForwards ’MO ifinvda of Wash- ham will battle It ottt.
ington State and Sammy White I

All-NDPCC Pick
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Order now!
1 1
Smith, cf
JUNIOR CLASS: All prom bids, Stein, lb
4 2 1
or money from prom bids, must Lopes. ss
Z 1 2
be turned in to the Graduate
3 1 2
Denevi, c
Manager’s office this week.
4 0
Wright. rf
FROSH CLASS COUNCIL: Concklin, 3b
3 1
Meets today in room B 12 at 3:30.
5 0
Peterson, If
WAA BOWLING: Today at the
2 0
Craig, p
Jose Bowl, 3:30-5:30.
2 0
Santos, p
ORCHESIS: Meets today at the
"I 0
Mesa. p
dance studio at 3:30.
1 0
Wuesthoff, cf
ALPHA GAMMA: Joint social McCarthy, c
1 0
meeting with Delta Phi Delta tonight at 7:30 in room A-1.
32 8 8
Totals
DELTA PHI DELTA: Joint soMan Francisco State
cial meeting with Alpha Gamma
tonight at 7:30 in room A-1.
AB R
4 0
Ltichessi, cf
ETA MU PI: Meets today at
5 1
Enjaian, 2b
2:30 in room 7.
4 1
Keropian. ss
3 1
INTERNATIONAL STU- Kenna, lb
4 0 0
DENTS: Meets at the First Con- Gaffuey, 3b
3 1 2
gregational church for an Italian Cassilagio, rf
3 0 0
dinner at 6:30.
Johnston, If
40 0
PAN-AMERICAN LEAGUE: Abbott, c
p
0
0 0
rom,
Edst
L
210.
Meets today at 3:30 in
1 0 0
Rubieo, p
DELTA ZETA: Meets tonight Clayton, p
1 0 0
in H.E. 2-3 at 7:30, council at amb, p
1 0 0
6:30.
1 0
Chon, It
S.G.O.: Formal initiation at Ste.
- - -Claire hotel, promptly at 7:00.
Totals
34 4 6
House function. Joint meet in g
with A Chi 0 following.
San Jose State..
.010 015 010-8
Hits
120 002 111-8
THETA CHI: Meets tonight at
San Fran. State
201 000 010 -4
7:30 at 253 South Eighth.
Hits
112 000 110-6
KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA: Meets
tonight at 7:30 in room 21,
Winning ,pitcherSantos. LosWILL THE FOLLOWING per- ing piteher-t-Rubieo.
sons come to the Student Y lounge
at 4:30 today: Helen Davis, Shirley Goodell, Charles Cutting, Ted
STUDY . . . TRAVEL
Trett, Jeannine Churchill, Marge
Weaver, Dottie Alexander, Bruce
IN
McNeill, Carol Zumwalt, and John
Castilian Group Andelusien Group
Marsh.
BesgueCatelian Group
.$975.00
65 DAYS
DEPARTURES JUNE 29 to JULY 2
Sponsored by

IJr...,AAall.

1939 WIL LYS OVERLAND:
Good buy. Seeing is believing. $273.
Col. 4915-J.
1937 PONTIAC 8 CONVERTIBLE SEDAN: $445. Call Berkeley Mathews, Los Gatos, 810-W
after 3 p.m.
1940 FORD COUPE: Priced to
sell quickly. Only $693. Phone
Los Altos, WH. 8-4871, 5 to 7
p.m.
FOR RENT
WANTED: Four students to
share large apt., half block off E.
Santa Clara. Inquire 42’2 S. 19th.
Phone Col. 6224-W.
ROOM AND gOARD: For eight
college girls, two in a room. 429
N. Third after 4 p.m.
MISCELLANEOUS
LOST: Black hills gold bracelet.
About two weeks ago. If
found please call Col. 1112 or return to Lost and Found.
WILL TRADE: 1931 Model "A"
FORD: Tudor, convertible sedan,
for 43 or 610HV, H-D motorcycle.
Col. 5845-J.
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M
culators, plug them in at handy
R. Richardson
a Spartan boxer scores a knockdown the lights will flash on gold
and white, a giant Spartan banner
will fly from the rafters, a recording will play "Meet Me Tonight
in Dreamland" and a huge neon
lighted "TILT!" will emblazon the
arena,

1
0

It you see movie cameras and
sound trucks on the campus, don’t
worry, Hollywood hasn’t moved ’
North.
It is the Three Crown "
Productions of San Jose filming
college activities for posterity.

taken only between

11 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Rare Opportunity!

SPAIN

NOT LAZY . . .
BUT

BUSY!

Because of limitations on time and personnel, The Spartan Daily can accept classified
II
advertising onhi betwn the hours
.m. and 2 p.m. So remember, whvther
you’re selling your yo-yo or looking for
wife, place your ad from
a.m. to 2 p.m.

UNIVERSITY of MADRID
For Descriptive Folder Write:

.

SPANISH STUDENT TOURS
500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N.Y.

Reading from left to right
(front row): Donald Madsen, R.
C. McCarty, Warren Winnovich
(hack row): Sgt. Alvin Ousey,
Kirby, Small, Carroll Collier.
Photo

by Hasse.

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
IN THE

Spartan Daily

DEN

126 So. Fourth

chef del says . . .
Songsters are writing ballads,
About our delightful salads!
HOT LUNCHEONS
from $.75
LIGHT LUNCHEONS
from $30
DINNERSincluding our Smorgasbord Table with
dozens of salads and relishes
’from $1.10

Easy Payment

Plan

CAFE CHALET

REMINGTON
UNDERWOOD ROYAL
Es. 1900
24 So. 2nd St., Bal. 349
G. A. BLANCHARD

37 West San Carlos Street

Across from St.. Clair HotI

24

eAeavvt,
ftcou
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

DIVIDEND ETHYL GAS

DIVIDEND
SERVICE

ofer,‘’

contains Viratol
sorwroemuLA WITH

This is a campfire girls birthday
week.

10 W. San Antonio

4-feka
eNawt,

It’s
American

141 SO.TH1RD ST.

Tomorrow is yob know what
Every Irishman will want a new pair of Devlin shoes.

SHOE

DONUT SHOP

Young’s Little Book Shop

CORONA

A legal holiday in Tennessee.

DEVLIN

DONUTS FOR ANY OCCASION

SPARTAN

Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sala
Also New Portables

SELF -SERVE

if-

Yesterday was Andrew Jackson’s
Birthday.

from

price!

Special Rental Rates for Students

*so

Place Your Classifieds

1/2

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

I
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Records & Albums

BUY SAVINGS BONDS!

1
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I last year’s conference 220-yard
dash, and the veteran Bob BingForwards ’Eff Gnyda or Wash- ham will battle It out.
ington State and Sammy White
DAILY LUNCHEON.
iof Washington and Center Roger
HOME MADE CHILI
Wiley of Oregon were also unaniDONUTS AND COFFEE 15c
mous choices for first -team honors, the conference comMissioner’si
office announced.
all division team.

The Sweetheart of Good Health

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
American Dairy Products
17th and Santa Clara

VIIATOLS

works wonders in the
looks of your hair.
It looks natural...
it feels natural...
and it stays in
place! Try a bottle.
*Mu Ipeciat maims:ad gins bare ...
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keep hair is Nam widow *fiat.

new Vaseline cream hair tonic

